Sci-Thurs PM: Delivery-11: Image guidance for prostate IMRT using low dose cone beam CT.
Linac-mounted cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) using Varian's On Board Imager (OBI) currently delivers significant imaging dose and lacks automatic methods for clinical target volume (CTV) registration. In this work, we address these two issues to enable frequent treatment corrections during a course of prostate intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT). The process starts by acquiring a low dose (low mAs) CBCT image after patient setup. The image is then used in one of two automatic image guidance strategies. The "global" technique provides the couch corrections necessary to improve patient setup by registering the CBCT to the planning CT. The "local" method involves non-rigid registration of the planning CT to the CBCT followed by automatic treatment re-optimization using the deformed planning CT and contours. Thus, the global method attempts to correct patient setup to match the planned treatment, while the local method corrects the treatment to match the patient setup. Both techniques were evaluated using images of an anthropomorphic male pelvis phantom. Global image guidance resulted in a registration error of 3.6 ± 1.3 mm (imaging dose independent) and high treatment doses to the bladder and rectum for large magnitude motion. The local technique always resulted in clinically acceptable treatment doses due to a reduced registration error of 2.3 ± 0.8 mm, obtained at 15% of the OBI's default dose (125 kVp, 2 mAs per projection). These preliminary results show that our automatic local image guidance technique reduces imaging dose and is sufficiently accurate and robust for application in prostate IMRT.